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SUMMARY
Tests were conductedon a half-scalemodel representinga 0.914-m (3-ft)
square stream tube of the flow throughthe fourthcorner and settlingchamberof
the Langley8-Foot TransonicPressureTunnel. The model includedthe finned-
tube cooler,45° turningvanes, and the turbulencereductionscreensand honey-
comb, which were the subjectof the tests. Hot-wiremeasurementsof the
turbulencereductionfor variouscombinationsof screensand honeycombwere made
at variousduct speeds.
Of the four sizes of honeycombcells tested,none were found to have a
superiorperformanceadvantage. The effectivenessof screensand honeycombin
reducingturbulenceis greatly affectedby relativelyminor physicaldamage;
therefore,extremecare must be exercisedin installingand maintaininghoney-
comb or screensif the turbulencereductionperformanceis to be maintained.
INTRODUCTION
The increasing cost of aircraft fuel makes it highly desirable for future
aircraft to be more energy efficient. One approach to achieving this goal is to
decrease aircraft drag. _ major advance in decreasing drag would be obtained by
maintaining laminar flow over the relatively large wing and tail surfaces. (See
ref. ].) In order to conduct laminar-flow research, a very low turbulence wind
tunnel must be used. A study of a number of available wind-tunnel and flight
test data was conducted to consider factors such as tunnel noise, Reynolds num-
ber, and turbulence level in flight (e.g., see ref. 2). This study concluded
that the Langley 8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel (TPT) was most suitable for
conducting the laminar-flow experiments at high subsonic speeds.
Measurements in the 8-Foot TPT (refs. 3, 4, and 5) indicated that the flow
disturbances were relatively low for a tunnel with no turbulence reduction
devices; however, the tunnel required modifications to reduce the test-section
turbulence to even lower levels to permit laminar-flow tests. Screens and
honeycombs have been used extensively in other tunnels as flow straighteners and
for turbulence reduction. Introducing these flow manipulators into the flow
stream increases the required power because of the additional flow resistance
(pressure drop) in moving the fluid through the manipulators. Since the pressure
loss is proportional to the mean speed of the fluid flow, the manipulators are
generally installed in the low-speed portion of the wind tunnel, downstream of
the last major turbulence generators ahead of the test section. In the 8-Foot
TPT, this is the section between the cooler and the contraction (fig. ]),
where there seems to be adequate length for several turbulence reduction devices.
Because of the scarcity of literature applicable to the 8-foot tunnel, a half-
scale model of a stream tube of the tunnel, without the contraction, was fabri-
cated (fig. 2) for tests to evaluate the effectiveness of various devices.
Screensof six differentmesh sizes and honeycombof four differentcell
sizes were evaluated. Variouscombinationsof thesemanipulatorswere testedto
determinetheir effectivenessin reducingthe turbulencelevels. Conventional
hot-wireprobes were used to measure the axial and lateralturbulence. Acoustic
microphoneswere used to monitor the operationalnoise generatedin the model
duct. The test speed variedbetween 7.62 and 18.29 m/sec (25 and 60 ft/sec).
Over 250 configurationswere examined;however,only a small portionof the data
are presented. A few importantexperiencesand conclusionsare also presented.
The selectionof a configurationfor incorporationinto the 8-Foot TPT is not
discussedherein but is presentedin reference6. Additionaldata concerning
correlationof experimentwith theory are presentedin reference7. It is impor-
tant to keep in mind that the conclusionspresentedare applicableprimarilyto
the Langley8-Foot TransonicPressureTunnel with its unusualconfigurationof
finned-tubecooler and turningvanes.
Identificationof commercialproducts in this report is used to adequately
describethe model. The identificationof these commercialproducts does not
constituteofficialendorsement,expressedor implied,of such productsor manu-
facturersby the NationalAeronauticsand Space Administration.
SYMBOLS
d diameterof cooler tube, cm (in.)
e' rms voltagedividedby mean (dc)voltagex 100, percent
E mean (dc)volts,V
f Strouhal shedding frequency, Hz
model duct length (10.5m (34.5ft))
Ljk hot-wirecalibrationconstants (seeeqs. (3) in appendix)
m fluid mass-flowrate, kg/s
P pitch angle of fluid flow sensor (see fig. 7), deg
Si,Sij hot-wirecalibrationconstants (seeappendix)
St Strouhal number used in table III
u' rms axial velocityfluctuations,nondimensionalizedby dividingby
mean flow velocity and multiplyingby 100, percent
U free-streamvelocity,m/sec (ft/sec)
v' rms lateralvelocityfluctuation,nondimensionalizedby dividingby
mean flow velocityand multiplyingby 100, percent
Y yaw angle of fluid flow sensor (seefig. 7), deg
2
O standard deviation of hot-wire data
e angle of fluid flow with respect to normal to axis of hot-wire probe
(see appendix), rad
Subscripts:
i denotes component of turbulence; ] for u', 2 for v'
j 2 or 3 denotes one wire of cross-wire probe
k ] denotes slope of equations (3); 2 denotes intercept of equations (3)
NOM nominal value
ref reference value
Abbreviations:
]/]6 HC, ]/8 HC, ]/4 HC, etc. designate various sizes of honeycomb cell used (see
table II)
8M, 20M, 28M, etc. designate various sizes of screen mesh used (see
table II)
rms root mean square
DISCUSSION OF APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUES
Model
A drawing of the Langley 8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel is shown in fig-
ure ]. To decrease the turbulence in the tunnel test section, turbulence manip-
ulators could be inserted between the turning vanes (downstream of the cooler)
and the contraction sections. As seen in the figure, the limited available axial
lengths on the inside portion of the turn posed a major problem for insertion of
the manipulators. To evaluate the effectiveness of various manipulators, a half-
scale model was fabricated of a stream tube through the center of the corner and
the settling chamber where the manipulators could be inserted. A contraction
was not included. The scale of the model was dictated by two factors. The
first was the availability of existing duct components and drive system. (See
ref. 8.) The second was the availability of reduced-size finned tubes to repre-
sent the cooler. These two factors favored a half-scale model. A dimensional
comparison of the actual and scale-model coolers is presented in table I. The
available ducting had a cross section 46.36 cm (]8.25 in.) square. Therefore,
sufficient cooler tubes and turning vanes were fabricated to fill the model test
section.
Eight staggered rows of half-scale cooling tubes were used to duplicate the
finned-tube cooler of the full-scale tunnel. Since most of the manipulator con-
figurations evaluated had the manipulators installed normal to the flow, the
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distance between the turning vane and the first manipulator varied across the
duct section, as seen in figure ]. Therefore, spacers for the half-scale model
were fabricated to simulate the full-scale tunnel centerline and a section 4.57 m
(]5 ft) on either side of the centerline. Time limitations permitted the testing
of the centerline configuration only. A sketch of the half-scale test model is
shown in figure 2. Photographs of the test model and the upstream portion of
the cooling tubes are shown in figures 3(a) and 3(b), respectively.
From figure ], it can be seen that the first 45° of the turning occur
through the cooler and the second 45° occur through the turning vanes (45° turn-
ing vanes). After some discussion, it was concluded that, because of the rela-
tively high pressure loss across the cooler, there was probably more air passing
through the outer radius of the turn of the cooler than through the inner radius.
Further, the air entering the cooler probably varies across the duct section.
Therefore, the model simulation of this portion of the duct (actual tunnel cen-
terline) should aid the fluid in turning into the cooler. This fairing is shown
sketched in figure 2.
The dimensions of the screens chosen for evaluation are presented in
table II. The various mesh sizes were chosen to cover a wide range. A major
consideration was the screen percent open area which must be kept subcritical
(ref. 9), at least 58 percent open.
The screens were permanently mounted in square frames, with a frame thick-
ness equal to between 80 and ]00 screen mesh sizes. The data in reference ]0
indicate that almost all of the turbulence decay occurs within 50 to 75 screen
mesh sizes downstream of the screen. Therefore, whenever multiple screens were
being evaluated, the corresponding frame thickness provided assurance that tur-
bulence was adequately decayed before the air encountered the next manipulator.
The honeycomb characteristics chosen for evaluation are also presented in
table II. These configurations were chosen based on information in reference ]0
and on personal consultation with one of the authors, Dr. Hassan M. Nagib. The
honeycomb material was aluminum or stainless steel. One primary criterion was
that the honeycomb cell length-to-cell-size ratio be between 6 and 8.
In general, the honeycomb was installed in the duct at the farthest upstream
position of the manipulator section and the first following screen was positioned
0.3 m (] ft) downstream of the downstream end of the honeycomb. (See fig. 2.)
(Exceptions occur when evaluating the 45° honeycomb or when the screen is in
direct contact with the honeycomb, then this honeycomb-screen combination is
installed in the farthest upstream position.) The turbulence decay data in
reference ]0 indicate almost complete decay within 23 to 25 cm (9 to ]0 in.)
downstream of the simulated honeycomb, made of soda straws. This distance cor-
responds to about 50 soda-straw diameters or between ] to ]0 cell-depth dimen-
sions. For the tests herein, the 0.3-m (]-ft) spacing corresponds to 32
to 200 cell diameters or 4.5 to 28 cell-depth dimensions, respectively, for the
3/8- to ]/]6-cell size honeycomb. Therefore, except for the noted exceptions,
the data presented herein for the honeycomb-screen combinations indicate that
the turbulence from the upstream honeycomb is almost completely decayed before
encountering the first screen.
Instrumentationand Data Reduction
The instrumentationsystem used variedduring the test program. Both static
(mean velocitiesand pressure)and dynamicflow measurementswere made. Two,
duplicatepitot-tubesystemswere installedat the farthestdownstreaminstrumen-
tation cross sectionof the model. (Seefig. 2(b).) These sensorswere con-
nected to long sectionsof pressuretubing (over3 m (10 ft) long) which were in
turn connectedto pressure transducersand digitalvoltmeters. This system was
used to measure the duct velocity,which was the referencevelocity,and was not
changedduring the entire test. Initially,a total pressurerake and static-
pressure tapes along the wall were used to measurethe flow characteristicsof
the duct betweenthe turningvane and the instrumentationsection. This survey
was conductedusing a cross rake connectedto three electricallyactuatedpres-
sure scanningvalves with pressuretransducers.
An accelerometerwas used during variousportionsof the test. This sensor
was used to detect duct-walland hot-wiresupportsystemvibrationsto assure
that the hot-wireoutput did originatefrom fluid turbulencerather than support
vibrations.
Three channelsof the hot-wireelectronicsystem were manufacturedby DISA
Electronics,divisionof DISAMATIC,Inc. (DISA)and two channelsby TSI Incorpo-
rated (TSI). Except for the initialpreliminarytesting,the hot wires had
fixed locationsduring the test. One of the DISA hot-wirechannelswas used for
a one-wireprobe and the other two channelswere used for a cross-or x-wire
probe. With only one exception,the single-wireprobe was 2.54 cm (1.00in.)
off the duct centerlineand the cross-wireprobe was 2.54 em (1.00 in.) off the
centerlinein the opposite direction (thus,the two sensorswere 5.10 cm
(2.00in.) apart). These three wires were also located in a plane that was 30 cm
(12 in.)downstreamof the last manipulatorand approximately53 cm (21 in.)
upstreamof the pitot tubes. (Seefig. 2(b).)
The TSI hot-wireelectronicschannelswere used for single wires only. In
general,these two hot wires had fixed locationsduring the testing. They were
locatedin the duct approximately12.70 cm (5.00in.) from the wall. One wire
was in a plane approximately1.58 m (5.19ft) downstreamof the centerof a line
throughthe trailingedge of the turningvanes. The second wire was approxi-
mately 2.55 m (8.36 ft) downstreamof the same centerlinepoint. These two
separatewires were both upstreamof the manipulatorsand were thus used to
assure that the turbulencegoing into the manipulatorshad a relativelyconstant
value. A schematicdiagramof the hot-wireinstrumentationsystem is shown in
figure 4.
Two, standard,half-inchcondensermicrophonesystemswere used during the
entire testing. Both of these systemshad microphonesflush mounted in the wall
of the duct and isolatedfrom wall vibrations. One microphonewas mounted
approximately0.41m (1.3ft) downstreamof the center of the line throughthe
trailingedge of the turningvanes, and the other microphonewas in the plane of
the pitot tubes, near the downstreamend of the instrumentationsection. These
microphoneswere used to detect any acousticwaves travelingup or down the duct.
Such acousticwaves would be detectedin the output of the hot wires and could
be misinterpretedas turbulence.
All hot-wireand acousticdata were recordedon a frequencymodulated (FM)
tape recorder. The digitalvoltmeterused to measure the output from the pitot
gages were manually read and recorded. The hot-wirevoltageswere monitoredon
an oscilloscope,and the output voltageswere manually read and recordedbefore
recordingon the tape recorder. Standard hot-wiredata reductionequationswere
used and, for completeness,they are presentedin the appendix.
Assessmentand Developmentof Apparatusand Test Procedures
The program developedas it progressed,mainly becauseof numerous diffi-
cultiesthat were encounteredin obtainingvalid results. These problems
influencethe resultsof the investigationand may be of interestto subsequent
investigations. Hence they are discussedin some detail herein.
Model tunnel flow survey.-Since the half-scaletunnelmodel representsa
small, cross-sectionalstream-tubearea of the full-scaletunnel, therewas some
concernabout possible effectsof the boundary-layer"build up" on the walls of
the model. Recall that the cross sectionof the model tunnel was 46.36 em
(18.25in.) square,and the distancebetween the 45° turningvanes and the first
manipulatoris approximately3.1 m (10.0ft). In responseto this concern, a
survey of the mean flow velocitywas conductedin the model tunnel using a pitot-
tube rake. A portionof the rake surveydata resultsare shown in figures 5
and 6. Presentedin figure 5 are the resultsof a verticaland lateralsurvey
at a position 0.42m (1.42ft) downstreamof the centerlineof the trailingedge
of the 45° turning vanes. The variousreferencespeeds were determinedby
the referencepitot tube. (Seefig. 2(b).) The verticalvelocitydistribution
(fig.5(a)) seems to be fairly uniform,especiallyat the highermean speeds
where the accuracyof the instrumentationis greater. Some of the scatter in the
data is due to difficultiesin making accuratepressuremeasurementsat the low
speeds. The lateral velocitydistribution(fig.5(b)) seems to have about the
same variationas the verticaldistributionsurvey. In the right side of fig-
ure 5(b), the horizontallocationof the trailingedge of the 45° turningvanes
is marked by arrows. At some of the mean duct speeds,the velocityvariations
indicatethe vane wakes, which seem to correlatewith the vane-trailing-edge
locations. A slight increasein velocityon the outer edge of the duct turn is
also indicatedin figure 5(b).
Presentedin figure 6 are the resultsof the velocitysurvey at varyingdis-
tances downstreamfor one constantmean velocity. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) are
plots of the verticaland lateralvelocitydistributions,respectively. This
figure indicatesthat the flow leavingthe 45° turningvane seems to becomemore
uniformas it moves downstream. Further, this figure clearlyshows the increas-
ing boundary-layerthicknesswith increasingdistancesdownstream. The boundary
layer appearsto be between2.54 and 5.10 cm (1.00 and 2.00 in.) thick at the
manipulatorinstallationlocations,but the center portion of the duct is clearly
usable for making the turbulencemeasurements.
CQmparison of model tunnel with full-scale tunnel.- After the half-scale
model was assembled and before valid manipulator-turbulence-reduction tests
could be conducted, numerous tests were required to compare the model results
with the full-scale tunnel results. In the full-scale tunnel, turbulence and
mean-velocity measurements were made upstream of the cooler, between the cooler
and the 45° turning vanes, and in the contraction sections. (See fig. ].)
Some of these results are reported in references 3, 4, and 5. Dynamic flow mea-
surements were made using a flow-direction and speed sensor described in refer-
ence ]] which can respond to frequencies up to perhaps 20 Hz. The flow-direction
(pitch and yaw) measurements as a function of time are shown in figure 7
for three wind-tunnel Mach numbers. The data indicate that the flow direction
upstream of the cooler was very unsteady, with approximate flow angularity vari-
ations of +_20°. The speed variations ahead of the cooler were also very
unsteady. The frequencies of these variations were quite high, and it was oon-
cluded that the dynamic response of the sensor was limiting the resulting sensor
output. Attempts were made to simulate the disturbance upstream of the cooler in
the half-scale model. Fortunately, the extreme techniques that were tried (i.e.,
airfoil vanes and cylinder vortex generators) resulted in very small differences
in turbulence downstream of the cooler. It was concluded that the cooler
performed as a very good fluid damper and flow straightener. For flow downstream
of the cooler, it can be seen in figure 7 that this was indeed true. Although
the flow-angle measurements in figure 7 have not been corrected for the sensor
orientation, it can be seen that the flow exits normal to the cooler and parallel
to the tunnel walls at the turning vanes. (See fig. ].) The turning vanes are
actually constructed to overturn the flow by 2.5°. The mean flow speed between
the cooler and the 45° turning vanes was about 6.86 m/sec (22.5 ft/sec), and the
speed downstream of the 45° turning vanes normal to the circular-duct axis was
about 8.5 m/sec (28.0 ft/sec). These speeds were approximately the same for tun-
nel test-section Mach numbers between 0.75 and 0.84.
The pressure loss across the model and full-scale coolers was measured and
found to compare favorably. The ratio of the measured cooler pressure loss to
the dynamic pressure was about 6.5.
The full-scale-tunnel turbulence measurements (refs. 3, 4, and 5) upstream
of the cooler indicate high turbulence levels. The axial turbulence levels down-
stream of the cooler and 45° turning vanes (in the settling chamber) were about
2 percent in the full-scale tunnel. The measured model results matched very
closely the full-scale results, thus verifying the turbulence level of the cooler
and turning vane model.
Speed range and test procedure.- The test speeds were dictated by scaling
laws. Reynolds number scaling based on cooler tube diameter (ratio of dynamic
fluid forces to viscous fluid forces) requires doubling the speed for the half-
scale model to keep the same Reynolds number. Strouhal frequency scaling
requires halving the speed for the half-scale model to keep the same shedding
frequencies. The mean speed in the plenum of the full-scale tunnel ranged from
about 4.6 to 9.] m/sec (]5.0 to 30.0 ft/sec), and the model test speeds ranged
from 7.6 to 2].3 m/sec (25.0 to 70.0 ft/sec).
Each test configurationwas evaluatedby installingthe manipulators,seal-
ing the duct, and conductingthe tests over the speed range. At each test speed,
the hot-wirerms and dc voltagesand the duct operatingconditionswere manually
read and recorded. The hot-wireand acousticdata were then recordedon FM tape
for more extensivedata reductionand analysis. An on-linespectraanalyzerand
correlatorwere used periodicallyto review particularconditions. After the
speed range was completed,the manually recordeddata were immediatelyanalyzed
for a preliminaryevaluation. Some suspectdata points were repeatedbefore pro-
ceedingto the next manipulatorconfiguration. Approximately250 manipulator
configurationswere evaluated.
Air-drive system.-A conventionalhot-wire sensor systemdoes not separate
acousticwaves from vorticity (fluidturbulence). Screensand honeycombspri-
marily modify fluid turbulenceand have littleeffect on acousticwaves. Since
the object of the presentprogramwas the reductionof fluid turbulence,
acousticnoise was consideredundesirableinterference. As the turbulencelevel
is decreased,the significanceof the acoustic interferenceincreases. The
original fan drive systemof the model, which is not shown in figure 2, was a
major acousticnoise source,since it was locatedvery close behind the instru-
mentationsectionand had to produce sufficientpressure rise to overcome the
pressureloss throughthe cooler and a multitudeof manipulators. The fan had
been designed for other investigationsto operatewith large mass flows and with
a relativelylow pressure rise, but in the present tests with the cooler and
screens, it was requiredto operate at low mass flows and high pressure rise.
This off-designfan operationwas very noisy.
The first 400 test runs were conductedusing this axial-flowfan mounted a
few feet downstreamof the referencepitot tubes. Numerous techniqueswere
attemptedto overcome the noise problem, includingtaking the arithmeticdif-
ferencebetween the turbulence measurements with and without the manipulators
presentwith the drive fan operatingat the same load conditions. Such attempts
to overcome noise problemswere unsuccessful,and finally,a differentdrive
systemwas incorporated. The new drive system locationis shown schematically
in figure 2.
This new air-drivesystemconsistedof three tip-driven-turbineair motors
that operated at very high rotationalspeeds,namely8000 to 20 000 revolutions
per minute. These motors were enclosedin an acousticallylined box with
various internalbafflesto keep the air-motor-generatednoise from moving up
the diffuser and contaminatingthe hot-wiremeasurements. The acousticbox was
very effectivein reducingthe air-drive-motornoise. However, as the turbu-
lence level was reduced,other noise sourcesbecame noticeable,but at a lower
noise level (e.g.,the noise from the air passing throughthe cooler). Pre-
sented in table III(a) are the frequenciesthat have been identifiedas originat-
ing from the cooler. As expected,these frequenciesvary directlywith speed
(Strouhaleddy shedding). The two microphonesplaced along the duct were cross
correlatedto determinethe directionof travelof the acousticwaves. For
example,diffuserseparationnoise was identifiedas anothernoise source;and
vortex generatorsinstalledin the diffuserattenuatedthis noise source. Each
reductionin the noise level resulted in a new, lower noise (or hot-wire-
measured turbulence)floor.
One other acousticsourcewas identifiedthat might be of interest,the
standingwaves within the duct itself. Under some operatingconditions (speed
and manipulatorcombinations),these standingwaves could be excited. Presented
in table III(b) are some naturalacousticfrequenciesand hot-wire frequencies
that did not vary with duct speed. The lengthof the duct from the cooler to
the acousticbox is approximately]0.5 m (34.5 ft). This lengthcorrespondsto
the frequenciespresentedin table III(b) and was used to calculatethe air col-
umn frequencies. By incorporatinga ]00-Hzhigh-passfilter to the hot-wire
data acquisitionsystem,the effectsof the standingwaves could be effectively
eliminated. Initially,turbulencedata were recordedat differenthigh-pass-
filter settings,namely 2 Hz, ]0 Hz, and ]00 Hz. In general, it was found that
the relativeturbulencereduction(with the same filter)was approximatelythe
same for the variousmanipulators. Therefore,all data reportedfor runs after
number 564 are for the ]00-Hz high-passfilter.
Initially,the low-passfilter was set at ]0 kHz. A reviewof the spectra
indicatedthat most of the hot-wireinformationhad frequenciesbelow about
3 kHz. Thereforefor runs after number 679, the low-passfilterwas set at
5 kHz.
Hot-WireMeasuringAccuracy
It is difficultto make accuratehot-wiremeasurementsand even more dif-
ficultwhen the turbulencelevels are very low. However, in order to validate
both the turbulencedata presentedand the conclusionsreached,some estimate
of accuracymust be attempted.
To evaluate the accuracyof the hot-wiredata, the data reductionequa-
tions were reviewed. (Seeappendix.) This review indicatedthat a direct eval-
uation of the sensitivityof the input parameterswas not possible. Therefore,
mean values of all the input variableswere chosen. Then an arbitrary
±]0-percenterror in each variablewas introduced,one variableat a time, into
the data reductionequations. The resultsare shown in figure 8. Shown in fig-
ure 8(a) are the resultingerrors in axial and lateralturbulencefor input error
in the measuredvoltages. Shown in figure8(b) are the errors for input errors
in the hot-wirecalibrationconstants. The resultsshow the nominal (mean)value
of turbulenceand the ±]0-percenterror range. The figuresshow that the axial-
turbulence(u') accuracystays within the ±]0-percentband, whereas the lateral-
turbulence(v')errors can be much larger than ±]0 percent. The data reduction
equationsindicatethat errors in measurementwith the cross-wireprobe will
not affect the axial turbulence,but errors in the single-wiremeasurementswill
affect the lateralturbulence. In other words, it will be more difficultto
obtain accuratelateralturbulencethan axial turbulence.
A furtherassessmentof the accuracywas made as follows. Recall that one
hot wire (a singlewire) was placed between the 45° turningvanes and the first
manipulator. (Thiswire was used to assure that the turbulenceleaving the turn
and/or entering the manipulatorswas relativelyconstant.) The measuredoutput
from this wire was tabulatedover a 30-dayperiod. This tabulationincluded
]75 data points, 5 duct speeds,2 differenthot wires (onewas broken during the
time period), and many different manipulators. The repeatability of the data
was evaluated statistically (i.e., the mean and standard deviation o) for each
of the five duct speeds. At a duct speed of ]8.3 m/sec (60.0 ft/sec), the
scatter for 95 percent of the data (20) fell within ±]2 percent of the mean; at
]5.24 m/sec (50.0 ft/sec), ±5.7 Percent; at ]2.2 m/sec (40.4 ft/sec), ±4.5 per-
cent; at 9.] m/sec (30.0 ft/sec), ±5.7 percent; and at 7.62 m/sec (25.0 ft/sec),
±5.4 percent. Since the ]8.3 m/sec (60.0 ft/sec) duct speed was quite noisy
and had a relatively large scatter; it was disregarded in most of the data
presented herein. The variation in the mean value of measured turbulence _
varies inversely as the square root of the number of data points averaged (i.e.,
_ = Ox/_). In other words, the larger the number of values averaged the more
accurate the averaged number (mean value). By averaging the turbulence measure-
ments for four speeds (]5.24, ]2.2, 9.], and 7.62 m/sec (50.0, 40.0, 30.0, and
25.0 ft/sec)), the error in the mean value decreases by one-half. Assuming that
the previously estimated errors for one hot wire apply to each of the other
wires in the system, and averaging the turbulence measurements for one manipula-
tor over the four speeds results in an estimated accuracy of 2.5 to 3 percent.
Of course, averaging the measured turbulence levels for different mean duct
speeds results in a pseudo-turbulence level. However, this pseudo-turbulence
level will have less scatter (more accurate) and can be used for relative com-
parisons of different manipulator configurations.
During the test program, difficulties were sometimes encountered in over
driving the amplifiers for the hot-wire instrumentation. This difficulty was
resolved by two techniques. The first was to use the dc offset available within
the hot-wire signal conditioning equipment. The second was to take two rms-
output voltmeter readings: one reading was taken at the desired gain setting
(determined by the tape recorder requirements) and the other at the next lower
gain setting. The latter two output levels were compared (for acceptance),
manually recorded, and averaged in the data reduction process. In general,
two additional data points were averaged at each duct speed. This averaging
decreased the scatter (or error) in the reported turbulence further.
On the basis of the preceding discussion, it is concluded that the measured
and average axial turbulence (pseudo turbulence) data presented is accurate to
approximately 2 percent. From the previous discussion (fig. 8), it is esti-
mated that the average lateral turbulence (pseudo turbulence) may have an error
as high as 4 percent.
MANIPULATOR CONFIGURATION RESULTS
The results in this section of the paper are presented to answer specific
questions which are of a general nature and interest. 5ome of the items are
unusual (i.e., indentation in honeycomb or screens) but could be very significant.
The data are presented in tabular form and, when appropriate, also in graphical
form. The tabular data presents the measured axial u' and lateral v' tur-
bulence and the averaged pseudo turbulence and a value representing a measure of
the total fluctuating velocity component. The latter value is obtained by
assuming that the measured lateral and vertical turbulence are equal and then
combining all three components (i.e., _[(u') 2 + 2(v')2]/3). The validity of
]0
this approachcan be estimatedby seeing if u' = v' in the tables. This will
provide some insightas to how isotropicthe turbulencereally is. The tabu-
lated data also includethe averaged turbulenceover the speed range. This
averagevalue may not representa real condition;however, it will have less
error and can be comparedrelative to that of other configurations.
Logically, it would seem that there should be some relationbetweenthe
upstream scale of turbulenceand the screenmesh size. In other words, a par-
ticularmesh screenwill result in the greatest turbulencereductionwhen
the screenmesh size is properlymatched to the scale of turbulence (sizeof
the disturbance). The integralscale of turbulenceis definedas the area
under the autocorrelationcurve (fromtime zero to the zero crossingpoint of
the axial componentof turbulence)multipliedby the mean velocity. The
relationshipbetween the integralscale and the mesh size was looked for but
was not found. However, this should not be considereda generalconclusion,
because the incomingturbulenceto each of the manipulatorswas held constant
during this study and becausethe study was designedspecificallyfor the
configurationof the Langley8-Foot TransonicPressureTunnel.
Open Duct Turbulence
Presentedin table IV are data for the turbulencemeasuredwithout any
manipulatorspresent. These data are presentedfor referenceonly. The data
are for the same axial locationused when there were manipulatorspresent. This
locationis approximately3.69 m (]2.]]ft) downstreamof the trailingedge of
the 45° vanes, measuredon the centerlineof the duct. This hot-wirelocation
was fixed with respectto the last downstreammanipulator. Viscousdecay
of turbulencehas occurred since the fluid has left the cooler. Since the axial
and lateral turbulenceare not quite equal, the turbulenceat the hot-wire loca-
tion is not quite isotropic.
ReversingTwo DifferentMesh Screens
The mechanisms involvedin changingthe turbulenceof flow throughscreens
are quite complex. Presumably,the incomingturbulenceis changed (momentum
change) in passing throughthe screens,the screensshed their own turbulence,
and viscosity is acting continuously. The large-scaleturbulenceupstream is
changed by going throughthe screen to produce small-scaleturbulencewhich will
decay more rapidlydue to viscosity. The remainingturbulenceis the net effect
of the screens. It is generallyassumedthat, in any seriesof screens,the
finestmesh screensshouldbe last (furthestdownstream). Two screenswith
widely varyingmesh size were tested to verify this hypothesis,and the results
are given in table V. The order of the two screenswas reversedand the tests
repeated. In the remarkscolumn of table V, the dashed line signifiesa screen
and the 42M or 20M indicatesthe screen mesh sizes (i.e.,number of wires
per inch). The flow directionis indicatedby the arrow. Recall that the hot
wires were 0.30 m (]2 in.) downstreamof the lastmanipulator. For the coarsest
screen,this measuringdistance is over 250 screen meshes downstreamof the
screen. The data in reference]0 indicatethat almost all of the turbulence
decay occurs within 50 to 75 screenmeshes downstreamof the screen. The
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resultsin table V indicatethat the order of the screensdoes make a difference,
althoughthe difference is not large. It appears that there is a slightgain in
performance (reducedturbulence)when the finest screenmesh is placed farthest
downstream.
Evaluationof DamagedScreensand Honeycomb
During the testprogram, the continualhandlingof the manipulatorsresulted
in inadvertentdamage;therefore,an opportunitywas availableto determinethe
effectof this damage on the turbulence. The damage was done near the center of
the flow channelwhere the hot wires were generallylocated (i.e.,±2.54 cm
(±1.0 in.) on each side of the duct center and 30.5 cm (12.0 in.) downstreamfrom
the last manipulator). For this reason,the measured turbulenceresultingfrom
the damage is not equivalentto the averageturbulenceover the entire duct sec-
tion, but the worst that would be expected. The resultingmeasured data are
shown in tableVI. The sketchedcell structureshown in the remarkscolumn indi-
cates the honeycomblocation,and the underlyingnumber indicatesthe honeycomb
cell size in inches.
A comparisonof the resultsfor damagedand undamagedhoneycombindicates
an appreciableincreasein the lateralturbulencebut little increasein axial
turbulence. It should be noted, however,that the additionalturbulencecreated
by the damaged honeycombwas processedthroughtwo screensbefore being measured
by the hot wire, and screensare very effectivein reducingaxial turbulence.
(Seeref. 7.) The damage amountedto perhaps 0.16 cm (0.062in.) of the trail-
ing edge of some of the honeycombcells being bent over when inadvertentlyraked
with a bolt of about 0.95 cm (0.375in.) in diameter.
In table VI(b), the damagedscreen was the most downstreamscreen (i.e.,the
screenclosest to the hot wire). The damage was judged to be very local and
mild (i.e.,what might occur if a pencil moved down the screen and left a 1/32-
to ]/]6-in.permanentdeformation). The comparisonof the damagedand undamaged
screensindicatesa doublingof the turbulencelevel. When the fluid passes
throughthe screen, it tends to exit normal to the screen surface. Therefore,
any permanentdeformationin the screen causes the fluid to exit normal to the
deflectedsurface. These tiny deflectedjets cause velocitygradients that in
turn generateturbulence. Comparingthe damaged-screendata with the open-duct
data (tableIV), it is seen that the local,mild damage eliminatedone-half the
benefitof all of the six previous screens. These data point out the importance
of not damaging the screens,particularlythe last screen.
ScreensAgainstHoneycomb
One manipulator-configurationvariableinvestigatedwas that of placing the
first screen directlyagainstthe downstreamface of the honeycomb,insteadof
the more conventionalposition fartherdownstream. Presumably,the screen just
downstreamof the honeycombassumes full turbulentflow of the fluid leavingthe
honeycomb-screencombination. (Seeref. 12.) For the variousconfigurations
tested,the overallaxial dimensionswere constant,and the distance betweenthe
last (farthestdownstream)manipulatorand the hot wire were also constant. The
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data may be compared in table VII. These data are also shown in figure9. The
ordinateof figure 9 is the ratio of the measured turbulencewith one of the
screens in contactwith the downstreamsurfaceof the honeycombto the measured
turbulencewith the same screen not in contactwith the honeycomb. Different
symbolsare used to representthe ratio for axial and lateral turbulence. The
data shown in figure9 representthe average turbulence(pseudoturbulence)over
the speed range. (Seediscussionof accuracy.) Any data in figure9 that have
an ordinategreater than one indicatethat having the screen away from the honey-
comb is better,and any values less than one indicatethat having the screen
againstthe honeycombis better. The data in figure 9 indicatethat, in general,
the axial pseudo turbulenceis approximately10 percenthigher and the lateral
pseudo turbulenceis slightlylower with a screen directly in contactwith the
honeycomb. Recallingthe accuracylimitationsof the hot-wiredata (seesection
entitled "Hot-WireMeasuringAccuracy"),it is concludedthat there is no per-
formanceadvantagefor either positionof the screen directlydownstreamof the
honeycomb. Other considerationssuch as design,construction,or, possibly,
space limitationsshould be the dictatingfactors.
Honeycombat 45° to the Flow Stream
The 45° honeycombhad individualcells alignedwith the flow stream;how-
ever, the front and back faces of the honeycombassemblywere cut to be parallel
to the 45° turningvanes. (See fig. ] or 2.) It has been suggestedthat there
were some advantagesto this configuration,becauseonce the honeycombinteracts
with the turbulencecoming from the 45° turningvanes, there is a relativelylong
axial distance (or time) for viscousdecay to take place, compared to instal-
lation with the honeycombnormal to the flow. There is no such space advantage,
however,for the part of the honeycombnear the insidesurfaceof the duct
turn. In fact, there is a significantdisadvantagebecauseof the high cost of
fabricatingthe 45° honeycomb. A model of this configurationwas fabricatedand
tested,and the resultsare shown in tableVIII.
Before discussingthe results,some commentsabout fabricationdifficulties
are noteworthy. The honeycombchosen for this configurationhad a 0.318-cm
(0.125-in.)cell and 0.0064-cm (0.00]-in.)material thickness. The sample
was carefullycut from a large, solid block of expandedhoneycomb. The remain-
ing machine "burrs"on the two 45° faces were sanded and polished. The result-
ing faces were not finishedas well (as sharp) as those of the 90° honeycomb
purchased;however,the final product was as good as could be made with the fab-
ricationprocedureused.
The data in table VIII are for three comparablemanipulators. The config-
urationwith the screen in contactwith the downstreamedge of the 45° honeycomb
would be expected to be worst, as was true, because the exiting fluid is
expected to be turned normal to the screen surface,which in turn establishes
shear layers which will generate turbulence. This turbulencegenerationwill
not take place when the screensare alignednormal to the mean flow. All the
data in tableVIII are for the hot wires 30.5 cm (12.0 in.) downstreamfrom the
last manipulator(i.e.,the 42-mesh screen). The data indicatethat the best
performance(lowestturbulence)is obtainedwhen the honeycomband screen sur-
faces are alignednormal to the flow.
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Varying HoneycombCell Size
As indicatedpreviouslyfor screens, there is probably some optimummatch
between the scale of turbulence (in this test, that of the half-scalemodel of
the Langley 8-FootTransonicPressureTunnel)and the honeycombcell size. The
honeycombcell sizes chosen for evaluationare listed in table II. For these
tests, each honeycombsize was testedwith the same set of screens. Tests were
performedwith differentsets of screensand high-passfilter settings. No
attemptwas made to match the screenmesh with the honeycombcell sizes. The
resultingturbulencemeasurementsare tabulatedin table IX and shown graphi-
cally in figure ]0. The data in figure 10 are plottedas the averagemeasured
turbulence (pseudoturbulence)over the speed range. The ordinate in fig-
ure 10 representsthe ratio of the measured turbulencewith the honeycombpres-
ent to the turbulencewithoutthe honeycomb. The fact that the ratios shown
are less than one indicatesthat the honeycombdoes reduce the turbulence. In
fact, the lower the ratio value (ordinatevalue) the more effectiveis the honey-
comb. The abscissain figure 10 is graduatedin the four honeycombcell sizes.
A horizontalline in figure 10 would indicatethat the same turbulence
reductionoccurs for all four honeycombcell sizes. The data indicatethat the
1/8 and ]/4 honeycombsmay be superioronly because there is one high point
for the 1/]6 honeycomband one high point for the 3/8 honeycomb. However, the
trend is not consistent (i.e.,for all screen combinations). For the screen
and honeycombcombinationtested,it is concludedthat none of the honeycomb
cell sizes are consistentlysuperior.
HoneycombSupportStructure
There are indicationsin reference]0 that the optimumratio of honeycomb
cell length to cell diameter should be about 6. The plenum chamberof the full-
scale tunnel is 10.97 m (36.0ft) in diameter. Currently,honeycombis not
made in large enough pieces to put one piece across the entire section. Further,
the honeycomb (with the desireddimensions)might have difficultysupporting
itselfand the air loads without some additionalstructure. The problem is to
build honeycombsupportstructurethat will generatea minimumof additional
turbulence. A sketchof two differenthoneycombsupport structuresconsidered
for installationin the full-scaletunnel is shown in figure ]]. The measured
turbulencefor these structuresis shown in table X, and the graphicalturbu-
lence results,averagedover the speed range (pseudoturbulence),are shown in
figure12.
The two configurationssketchedin figure ]1 are self-explanatory.A third
configuration,not shown,was to place a screen againstthe downstreamhoneycomb
face and use wire hooks, passing throughthe cells, to fasten the honeycomb
to the screen. This configurationhas the added advantageof having one extra
screen within the same axial space limitations.
The resultingturbulencemeasurements(tableX) were made directlydown-
stream of the supportstructure. This was done in order to evaluate the worst
possible condition,and therefore,the data presenteddo not representthe
averageover the entire cross section.
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The data in figure12 are presentedin three groups along the abscissa for
the three support structuresinvestigated. To the left of each group is the
basic configuration;that is, the configurationwithout structuralsupport. The
data to the right of the base data within each group indicatethe turbulencewith
the support. The data show that the first two configurationsincreaseturbu-
lence, whereas the third configurationreducesturbulence,as might be expected.
SUMMARYOF RESULTS
Tests were conductedon variousconfigurationsof honeycomband screen flow
manipulatorsin a half-scalemodel of the Langley8-Foot TransonicPressure
Tunnel. Initially,the experimentwas plaguedwith acousticnoise affectingthe
hot-wire turbulencemeasurements. Most of these problemsare identifiedand
reduced. The followingresultsare offered:
I. A comparisonof the levelsof turbulencein the full-scaleand half-scale
models is good, which indicatesthat the model could be used to make predicted
measurementsof alterationsto the full-scaletunnel.
2. For two differentsizes of screen mesh, there is a slight gain in per-
formance (reducedturbulence)when the finest screenmesh is placed farthest
downstream.
3. A slight amount of damage to screensor honeycombcan raise the local
(downstreamof the damage)turbulencelevel greatly. This is especiallytrue,
of course, for the manipulatorfarthestdownstream.
4. For honeycombwith a cell-length-to-cell-sizeratio of about six, there
was no performanceadvantageto mounting the screen againstthe downstreamsur-
face of the honeycombas opposedto mounting it in a more conventionalposition
fartherdownstream. However, if the honeycombrequiresa supportstructure,use
of a downstreamscreen to support the honeycombis an excellentapproach. This
combinationprovides improvedperformanceover that of the honeycombor screens
alone.
5. Installinghoneycombalong the downstreamface of the corner turning
vanes with the cells parallel to the flow and front and back faces cut at 45°
has no performanceadvantageover installinghoneycombnormal to the flow.
The first approachhas the disadvantageof being very costly to fabricate.
6. Of the four honeycombcell sizes testedwith variouscombinationsof
screens,no cell size had consistentlybetter turbulencereduction. Each of
the four honeycombshad a cell-length-to-cell-sizeratio of about six.
LangleyResearchCenter
NationalAeronauticsand Space Administration
Hampton, VA 23665
May 21, 198]
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APPENDIX
EQUATIONS FOR AXIAL AND LATERAL TURBULENCE
The equationsderived in this appendixare used to determinethe axial and
lateralturbulencefrom a singlewire at 90° to the flow and from two cross wires
at some angle to the flow. The equationsare standardequations (e.g.,see
ref. ]3) for using hot wires in a constant temperaturemode and are presented
herein for completeness:
E = f(m,%)
where
E output voltage
m fluid mass-flowrate
8 angle of flow with respectto the hot-wireprobe
The differentialof E can be writtenas
_E _E
dE = m dm + m d@
_m 88
For the low air speeds used herein (U< 30.0 m/sec (]00.0ft/sec)),it is permis-
sible to assume that the density is constantso that
_E _E
dE = -- dU + -- d@
_u _9
and hence
] ]
- _E - _E
dE E dU E
-- = + d@
E ] U _@
- _u
U
]6
APPENDIX
Let e = dE and u = dU so that
e _ in E u 8 in E
- + d@
E _ in U U _8
Assume that u and v are small perturbationsabout the mean
U u
dO
V V
If the flow angle is d8 = arc tan -- - -, then
U+u U
e 8 inEu _ inEv
-- ___ +
E _ InUU _ _@ U
e u v
Let e' = -, u' = -, and v' = -, and multiply by 100 so that e', u', and v'
E U U
representpercent:
in E 8 in E
e' = u' + -- v'
in U _@
Define the hot-wiresensitivitiesby S] and S2, where
inE
S] =
inU
in E
S2 =
88
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APPENDIX
These sensitivitieswill be determinedby calibrationof each individualhot
wire. The data reductionequationthen becomes
e' = S]u' + S2v'
Assume a three-wiresystemwhere the axis of one wire is at 90° to the flow and
the other two wires are at about ±45° to the flow. The first wire will not
respondto v (S2 _ 0), and therefore,
!
eI = S1u'
For wires 2 and 3:
!
e2 = S]2u' + $22v'
!
e3 = S]3u' + $23v'
Solve the single-wireequationfor the u' componentof turbulence,
!
e]
u' = -- (1)
sI
Square the two equationsfor the cross wires, multiply the first by S]3S23 and
the secondby S]2S22,and subtractthe two equationsso that the cross product
term is eliminatedand
S]3S23<e_2 2 2> <e_2 2 21 I 2 2 Iv,2- S]2u' - S]2S22 - S]3u, = S]3S23S22- S]2S22S23
Solve for v' and recall that the u' componentof turbulenceis known from
the singlewire (eq. (])) so that:
2 S13S23_e2S]2u' - $12S22 3 - SI3u'
v' = (2)
2 2
S]3S23S22- S]2S22S23
This is the lateralcomponentof turbulence.
]8
APPENDIX
The sensitivityof the singlewire S] is determinedby measuringthe wire
output (dc volts) over the speed range U of interestand determiningthe slope
= . Similarly,the sensitivities
for a plot of in E versus in U S] _ in
$2] and $3] are determinedfor the other two cross wires. The sensitivities
$22 and S32 are determinedby measuringthe cross-wiredc-voltageoutput for a
number of small angle variations 8. The sensitivitiesare then determinedfrom
(_lnE)
= -- for the two cross wires.
the slope of a plot of in E versus @ S2 _@
These sensitivitiesmust be measured in a relativelylow-turbulenceenvironment.
Since these sensitivities($22,$32) vary somewhatwith speed, they are deter-
mined for various speeds and they are expandedand redefinedas follows:
$22 = L2]U + L22_ (3)
S32 L3]U + L32J
]9
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TABLE I.- FINNED-TUBE COOLER*
Full scale Half scale
Dimension
cm in. cm in.
Tube outsidediameter 2.54 1.00 1.27 0.500
Fin outsidediameter 5.59 2.20 2.86 1.125
Fin spacing 8 fins/2.54cm 8 fins/in. 14 fins/2.54cm 14 fins/in.l
Lateral spacing 8.08 3.18 5.08 2.00
Axial spacing 4.65 1.83 2.26 .89
*Fin thicknessnot scaled.
TABLE II.-PHYSICALPROPERTIESOF MANIPULATOR
Screens
Symbol Mesh (wires/2.54cm) Wire diam.,mm (in.) Open area,percent
4M 4 1.27 (0.050) 64
8M 8 .660 (.026) 63
20M 20 .229 (.009) 67
28M 28 .190 (.0075) 62
36M 36 .165 (.0065) 59
42M 42 .140 (.0055) 59
Honeycomb
Symbol Cell size, cm (in.) Cell length, cm (in.) Material thickness, mm (in.)
1/16 HC 0.159 (1/16) 1.27 (0.50) 0.0254 (0.001)
1/8 HC .318 (1/8) 1.90 (.75) .0254 (.001)
I/4 HC' .635 (1/4) 3.81 (1.50) .0254 (.001)
1/4 HC .635 (I/4) 3.81 (1.50) .0762 (.003)
3/8 HC .952 (3/8) 7.62 (3.00) .0762 (.003)
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TABLE III.- ACOUSTICSOF HALF-SCALEMODEL
(a)Noise from cooler
Duct Measured acousticfrequency,a Hz Computed Strouhal
velocity MicrophoneNo. ] MicrophoneNo. 2 frequency,b Hz
m ft ]st 2nd ]st 2nd ]st 2nd
sec sec harmonic harmonic harmonic harmonic harmonic harmonic
7.62 25 ]95 315 ]92 315 ]86 372
9.]0 30 225 357 228 --- 223 446
]2.20 40 300 590 300 580 298 596
]5.24 50 380 730 375 720 372 744
aBoth microphonesout of duct.
StU
b f = __ where St = 0.3], U = Duct speed, andd
d = ].27 cm (0.5 in.).
(b) Standingwaves within duct
Duct
velocity Measured turbulencefrequency,Hz Measured acoustic
frequency,Hz
(microphoneNo. 2
m ft Hot wire No. 2 Hot wire No. 4 in duct)
sec sec (singlewire) (singlewire)
7.62 25 ]4 -- 35 45 59 ]4 35 45 59 8 24 44 57 90
9.]0 30 ]4 20 36 -- 56 ]3 35 55 -- ]0 25 48 58 90
]2.20 40 ]4 -- 34 -- 59 ]4 9 24 47 58 98
]5.24 50 8 24 46 58 90
Computed standing-wavefrequency,
Hz, for wavelength-
]/4 £ 3/4 £ 5/4 £ 7/4 £ ]]/4 £
8.0 24.0 40 56 88
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TABLE IV.- TURBULENCEOF OPEN DUCT (NOMANIPULATORS)
Uref, r(u')2+ 2(v')2Run nor u' v'
m/sec (ft/sec) 1 3
7]] ]4.9 (48.9) ].58 ].82 ].74
712 ]2.0 (39.3) ].44 ].72 ].64
713 8.9 (29.3) ].26 ].48 ].4]
714 7.4 (24.4) ].]2 ].34 ].27
Av ].35 ].59 ].52
828 ]5.2 (50.0) ].58 ].70 ].66
829 ]2.0 (39.5) ].42 ].57 ].52
830 9.0 (29.6) ].24 ].44 ].38
83] 7.6 (24.8) ].]2 ].30 ].25
Av ].34 ].50 ].45
TABLE V.- TURBULENCE WHEN REVERSING ORDER OF TWO DIFFERENT MESH SCREENS
Uref' u' v' r(u')2 + 2(v')2 Remarks
Run no. m/sec (ft/sec) 1 3
I i
48] ]4.9 (48.8) ].00 ].30 ].20 , ,
482 ]2.2 (40.0) 96 ] 30 ] 20 ' t• • • I I
483 9.0 (29.4) 96 ] 35 ] 23 t !
" " " I t
484 7.6 (25.0) .90 ].38 ].24 42M 20M
AV .95 ].33 ].22 High pass, ]00 Hz
I485 ]5.0 (49.2) ].03 ].45 ].32 , !
486 ]2.3 (40.3) ].02 ].23 ].]6 !a l'
487 9.9 (32.6) .96 ].43 ].30 ! '
488 7.7 (25.3) .92 ].48 ].32 I I20M 42M
Av .98 ].40 ].28 High pass, ]00 Hz
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TABLE VI.- EVALUATION OF TURBULENCE DUE TO DAMAGED SCREEN AND
DAMAGED HONEYCOMB
(a) Damaged and undamaged honeycomb
f' u' v' I (u')2 +32(v')2
Ue Remarks
Run no. m/secr(ft/sec)
363 15.6 (51.1) 0.56 1.67 1.40 1
364 ]2.4 (40.8) .50 ].5] ].27 i
365 9.3 (30.5) .45 ].35 ].]3 I!
366 7.7 (25.4) .44 ].32 ]"]] 42M 2SM 1/4HC
AV .49 ].46 High-pass, 2-Hz,
damaged honeycomb
367 15.6 (51.3) 0.49 0.36 0.41 I , _--
368 ]2.5 (40.9) .47 .40 .42 , II
369 9.3 (30.6) .41 .39 .40 ! Il J
370 7.8 (25.5) .36 .38 .37 42M 28M 1/4HC
AV .43 .38 High-pass, 2-Hz,
undamaged honeycomb
(b) Damaged and undamaged last screen
Uref' v' I (u')2 + 2(v')2Run no. m/sec (ft/sec) u' Remarks3
783 15.3 (50.2) 0.97 0.82 0.87 ! ' i , l aI I !
784 11.9 (39.2) .97 .88 .91 ,I ,' I'1 I' ,' ,1.I I
785 9.1 (29.8) .94 .93 .93 I I I I I !I I I I I I
786 7.6 (24.8) .84 .90 .88 42M 36M 28M 20M 8M 4M
AV .93 .88 High-pass, l00-Hz,
damaged last screen
787 15.0 (49.3) 0.38 0.43 0.42 i I ' ! I II I I I I I-4--
788 ]].9 (39 0) 39 44 43 i , , , , !
• " • • I I I I I I
789 8.9 (29.3) .33 .50 .45 I I I s I !
I I I _ I I
790 7.5 (24.5) .]8 .25 .23 42M 36M 28M 20_M8M 4M
AV .32 .4] High-pass, ]00-Hz,
undamaged screen
TABLE VII.- COMPARISONOF TURBULENCEFOR HONEYCOMBAND SCREENSWHEN
ONE SCREEN IS AGAINST HONEYCOMB AND WHEN SCREEN IS NOT AGAINST
HONEYCOMB (FIG. 9)
(a) Configuration A
I(u') + 2(v')2
Oef
' U' V' Remarks
Run no. m/secr-_t/sec)( 3
29] ]5.5 (5] .0) 0.4] 0.28 0.33
III I I L-
292 ]2.4 (40.6) .40 .29 .33 II I I I _293 9.3 (30.4) .38 .2] .28 III I I __
iii I I -294 7.7 (25.3) .25 .]6 .]9 _._
295 6.2 (20.2) .26 .]2 .]8 42M 36M 1/4HC
AV .34 .2] .26 High pass, 2 Hz
296 ]5.7 (5].4) 0.44 0.24 0.32
297 ]2.5 (4].0) .46 .2] .32 llIIII II I!-i-_-
298 9.3 (30.6) .38 .]2 .24 II I I I -
299 7.8 (25.5) .26 .03 .]5 II_l I { -
300 6.2 (20.4) .29 .05 .]7 42M 36M 36M1/4HC
AV .37 .]3 .24 High pass, 2 Hz
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TABLE VII.- Continued
(b) Configuration B
Uref, r(u')2+ 2(v')2
Run no. m/sec (ft/sec) u' v' 1 3 Remarks
320 15.7(51.6)0.450.38 0.40 ,, ,
321 12.6 (41.2) .43 .39 .40 I I I _--
322 9.3 (30.6) .44 .28 .34 I I i
323 7.7 (25.4) .39 .25 .30 I I I --_
324 6.2 (20.3) .43 .13 .27 42_-_ 3GMi/4HC
AV .43 .29 .34 High pass, 2 Hz
325 15.6 (51.3) 0.49 0.40 0.43 I i I -
326 12.5 (40.9) .50 .32 .39 i I I _---_ -
327 9.3 (30.6) .45 .32 .37 I I I _--
328 7.8 (25.5) .39 .29 .33 I I I --
329 6.2 (20.4) .41 .24 .31 42M 36_ i/4HC
AV .45 .31 .37 High pass, 2 Hz
(c) ConfigurationC
Uref' u' _/(u')2+ 2(v')2
Run no. m/sec (ft/sec) v' V Remarks3
346 15.5 (51.0) 0.56 0.46 0.50 I I --
i I _-
347 12.4 (40.7) .54 .38 .44 I I ----
348 9.3 (30.5) .47 .31 .37 l I --
349 7.7 (25.4) .41 .33 .36 42M 2BM3/sHC
AV .50 .37 .42 High pass, 2 Hz
351 15.6 (51.l) 0.50 0.44 0.46 I I l--I I ----_--
352 12.4 (40.8) .46 .44 .45 I I ----
355 9.3 (30.6) .41 .39 .40 I I --
356 7.7 (25.4) .36 .30 .32 42M 2sM 3/s_c
Av .43 .39 .41 High pass, 2 Hz
TABLE VII.- Concluded
(d) Configuration D
Uref' _I(u,)2+ 2(v')2
u' v| Remarks
Run no. m/sec (ft/sec) V 3
375 ]5.6 (5].]) 0.46 0.3] 0.37 J J --!I I Z _-
376 ]2.4 (40.8) .48 .35 .40 J I _--
l I --377 9.3 (30.5) .42 .40 .4] _._
378 7.7 (25.4) .35 .42 .40 42M i/4Hc
Av .43 .37 .40 High pass, 2 Hz
380 ]5.5 (50.9) 0.52 0.52 0.52 I
38] ]2.4 (40.6) .48 .53 .5] I I
382 9.3 (30.4) .47 .28 .35 I I --
383 7.7 (25.3) .38 .]7 .26 42M 42Mi/4slc
Av .46 .38 .4] High pass, 2 Hz
(e)ConfigurationE
(u')2 + 2(v')2
' U' V' 1 3 RemarksRun no. m/secr(£t/sec)
746 ]5.0 (49.4) 0.59 0.52 0.55 i -- i !.
747 ]2.0 (39.4) .54 52 .52 I -- I I
" I z I I
748 9.0 (29.6) .55 .50 .52 I -- I I
749 7.6 (24.9) .56 .4] .46 2sM3/8_c sM 4M
AV .56 .49 .5] High pass, ]00 Hz
750 ]5.] (49.6) 0.69 0.52 0.58 I_ i II I I_-
75] ]2.0 (39.4) .67 .46 .54 I _ I I
752 9.0 (29.5) .66 .45 .53 I----- I I
753 7.5 (24.7) .63 .38 .48 28M3/8HC 8M 4M
AV .66 .45 .53 High pass, ]00 Hz
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TABLE VIII.- COMPARISONOF TURBULENCEREDUCTIONFOR HONEYCOMB
AT 45° AND 90° TO MEAN FLOW
Uref, r(u,)2+ 2(v')2
Run no. m/sec u' v' \ Remarks(ft/sec) 3
251 21.8 (71.5) 1.34 0.95 1.10 l 1 ,_I_-
252 18.6 (6] 0) 1 25 1 06 1.13 I l• • • l i
253 15.4 (50.7) 1.]3 1.02 ].06 42M42M i/8Hc
254 12.3 (40.5) 1.05 .88 .94 ,./r_./2.74_{io8in)255 9.2 (30.3) 1.03 .67 .81 L-7.62cm (3 in.)
AV 1.16 .92 High pass, 2 Hz
262 21.8 (71.6) 1.41 1.19 1.27 I \_i ..-I
263 18.6 (61.2) 1.27 1.20 1.22 I ,___i\_..
264 15.5 (50.8) 1 16 1 07 1 10 I 42'_--" " " 42M 1/8 HC
265 12.4 (40.6) 1.12 .95 1.01 I_, "I266 9.3 (30.4) 1.06 .83 .91 I-2.82_ C111in.)
Av 1.20 1.05 High pass, 2 Hz
225 21.6 170.9) 1.14 0.27 0.69 l i _-
226 18.5 (60.6) 1 08 52 .75 I I
" " I I
227 15.4 (50.4) ].00 .31 .63 42:.142_Ii/8Hc
228 12.2 (40.2) .90 .36 .60 _ _.3o m (12in.)30 9 3 ] 79 8 55 2Sl_199inl
AV .98 .37 High pass, 2 Hz
TABLE IX.- MEASURED TURBULENCE FOR VARIOUS HONEYCOMB CELL SIZES
WHEN OPERATING WITH DIFFERENT SCREEN COMBINATIONS (FIG. ]0)
(a) Screen configuration A
f' u' v' (u')2 + 2(v')2Run no.
Remarksm/se_ r.ft/sec) 3
I i i I
465 ]5.4 (50.5) 0.5] 0.72 0.66 I i i i
466 ]2.3 (40.3) .49 .70 .64 I i l
467 9.2 (30.2) .46 .63 .58 i I [ i
468 7.6 (25.]) .45 .65 .59 42M
AV .48 .68 .62 High-pass, 2_HMz,
without honeycomb
489 ]5.2 (50.0) 0.53 0.30 0.40 I i i i _
490 ]2.6 (4].5) .48 2] .32 I J I I -- ._-
• I I I I --
49] 9.4 (30.7) .46 .]5 .29 I I I I _l
492 7.6 (25.0) .35 .]5 .23 42M 36M 1/16HC
AV .45 .20 .3] High pass, 2 Hz
493 ]5.] (49.7) 0.5] 0.20 0.33 I I I I --
494 ]2.2 (39.9) .49 20 .33 I I I I _-- _--
• i I i l --
495 9.0 (29.6) .48 .]3 .30 I I I I --
496 7.6 (24.8) .36 .]4 .23 42M 36M I/IGHc
AV .46 .]7 .30 High pass, 2 Hz
498 ]5.2 (49.8) 0.54 0.]9 0.35 I I I I --I I I I -- _--
499 ]2.5 (4].0) .48 .20 .32 J I I I _-
500 ]0.0 (32.7) .46 .2] .3] I i I I
50] 7.6 (24.8) .34 .]0 .2] 42M 36M i/4 UC
AV .45 .]8 .30 High pass, 2 Hz
I I I _ --
502 ]5.] (49.7) 0.48 0.]9 0.32 I I I I _-- _--
503 ]2.3 (40.4) .45 .20 .30 I I I I __
504 9.3 (30.4) .44 .]5 .28 l I I I --
505 7.4 (24.2) .32 .]4 .22 42M 36M 3/8HC
AV .42 .]7 .28 High pass, 2 Hz
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TABLE IX.- Continued
(b) Screen configuration B
Uref' v' $ (u')2 + 2(v')2
Run no. m/sec (ft/sec) u' _ Remarks3
I i
584 15.2 (49.8) 0.81 0.80 0.80 i i 4--
585 12.4 (40.8) .76 .73 .74 i I
586 9.3 (30.4) .72 .66 .68 i i
587 7.7 (25.2) .64 .68 .67 42M 36M
Av .73 .72 .72 High pass, 100 Hz
568 ]5.3 (50.1) 0.60 0.27 0.42 I I --J
569 12.4 (40.7) .56 .17 .35 I 1
570 9.9 (32.6) .59 .34 .44 I I
57] 7.8 (25.6) .50 .46 .47 42M 36M 1/16HC
AV .56 .31 .42 High pass, 100 Hz
572 15.4 (50.7) 0.45 0.33 0.37 I I ---
573 12.4 (40.7) .38 .39 .39 I I --
574 9.5 (3].3) .42 .33 .36 Ii Ii
575 7.6 (24.8) .28 .24 .26 42M 36M 1/8HC
AV .38 .32 .34 High pass, 100 Hz
576 15.7 (51.4) 0.48 0.32 0.38 I I --
577 12.8 (4].9) .49 .28 .36 I I --I i -
578 9.7 (31.7) .46 .35 .39 ! I --
579 7.9 (25.8) .37 .32 .34 42M 36M i/4HC
AV .45 .32 .37 High pass, 100 Hz
580 15.4 (50.4) 0.46 0.48 0.48 I I --
581 12.7 (41 6) 46 .50 49 I I --_---
• • " i I --
582 9.7 (3].9) .44 .51 .49 i I --
583 7.7 (25.4) .37 .53 .48 42M 36N 3/8HC
AV .43 .51 .48 High pass, ]00 Hz
TABLE IX.- Concluded
(c) Screen configurationC
Uref' u' ' I(u')2+ 2(v')2Run no. m/sec (ft/sec) v Remarks3
135 21.8 (71.6) 1.28 1.41 1.37 I I
136 18.6 (61.2) 1.26 1.35 1.32 ] [4--
137 15.5 (50.9) 1.09 1.40 1.30 i I
138 12.4 (40.6) 1.04 1.35 1.26 l i
42M 42M139 9.3 (30.4) .91 1.36 1.23
Av 1.12 1.37 High pass, 2 Hz
219 21.6 (70.9) 1.22 0.56 0.84 I i --
220 ]8.4 (60.5) 1.06 .64 .80 l I --
221 15.3 (50.3) .99 .49 .70 J I --
222 12.2 (40.2) .92 .47 .66 j I --
224 9.2 (30.1) .87 .28 .55 42M 42M 1/16HC
AV 1.01 .49 High pass, 2 Hz
225 21.6 (70.9) 1.14 0.27 0.69
226 18.5 (60.6) 1.08 .52 .75 II Ii --J-4
227 15.4 (50.4) 1.00 .31 .63 I I Z
228 12.2 (40.2) .90 .36 .60 i I --
230 9.2 (30.1) .79 .38 .55 42_I 42_ i/sHc
AV .98 .37 High pass, 2 Hz
232 21.6 (71.0) 1.]4 0.54 0.76
l I --
233 18.5 (60.7) 1.08 .94 .99 I I _--
234 15.4 (50.5) 1.00 .40 .66 I i
235 12.3 (40.3) .95 .34 .6] I I
236 9.2 (30.2) .78 .43 .57 42M 42M i/4Hc
Av .99 .53 High pass, 2 Hz
246 21.6 (70.9) 1.21 0.77 0.94
247 18.4 (60 5) 1 10 .60 80 I I --" " " i I --_--
248 15.3 (50.3) .97 .54 .71 I I _--
249 12.2 (40.2) .91 .50 .67 I i --
250 9.2 (30.1) .78 .52 .62 42_i 42M 3/si[c
Av .99 .59 High pass, 2 Hz
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TABLE X.- COMPARISONOF TURBULENCEWITH VARIOUSHONEYCOMB
SUPPORT STRUCTURES (FIG. ]2)
Uref' v' r(u')2+ 2(v')2
Run no. m/sec (ft/sec) u' 1 3 Remarks
(a) Configuration A without honeycomb support
498 ]5.2 (49.8) 0.54 0.]9 0.35 III I --iil I 4
499 ]2.5 (4].0) .48 .20 .32 JiI i --
500 ]0.0 (32.7) .46 .2] .3] iiI i -_
50] 7.6 (24.8) .34 .]0 .2] 42_ 36M 1/4 HC
AV .45 .]8 .30 High pass, 2 Hz
(b) Configuration A with honeycomb support (fig. ]] (a))
III I
506 ]4.6 (48.0) 0.56 0.44 0.48 III I _ 4--
507 ]2.] (39.6) .52 .4] .45 I I I I _:_7"_)
-- i/4 HC
508 9.3 (30.4) .53 .40 .45 i i I i --
509 7.6 (25.0) .43 .38 .40 42M 36M Vane support
AV .5] .40 .44 High pass, 2 Hz; both hot
wires 2.54 cm off _£
I I I I --
5]0 ]4.9 (48.9) 0.55 0.26 0.38 III I -- _--
511 12.1 (39.6) .53 .27 .38 III I _zT"z,)
512 9.7 (3] .9) .54 .27 .28 I I I I Z 1/4 Hc
513 7.5 (24.7) .45 .23 .32 42M 36/_ Vane support
AV .52 .26 .37 High pass, 2 Hz; cross
wire on 4£;single wire
5.08 cm off center
i e i I
514 ]4.9 (49.0) 0.50 0.39 0.43 II I I  Z7z) "--
515 ]2.] (39.7) .47 .40 .42 II I I
-- 1/4 HC516 9.2 (30.I) .50 .41 .44 I I I I --
517 7.5 (24.6) .37 .39 .38 42M 36/4 Vane support
AV .46 .39 .42 High pass, 2 Hz; single
wire on 4£;cross wire
5.08 cm off center
(c) Configuration B without honeycomb support
I I I I I --
608 ]4.9 (48.9) 0.39 0.]4 0.25 I II I I Z
609 ]2.] (39.7) .38 .]2 .24 I II I I --_--
610 9.0 (29.5) .30 .09 .19 I II I I --[
611 7.6 (24.9) .]8 .]] .]4 42M 3614 36M 1/4 HC
AV .3] .]2 High pass, ]00 Hz
TABLE X.- Concluded
Uref' u' I (u')2 + 2(v')2Run no. m/sec (ft/sec) v' Remarks3
(d) Configuration B with honeycomb support (fig. 11 (b))
612 14.9 (48.8) 0.51 0.23 0.35 III I I -
613 12.0 (39.3) .44 .33 .37 Ill I I (_ _.II i
614 8.9 (29.2) .37 .30 .33 II!l I I i
615 7.5 (24.5) .21 .18 •19 42M 36M36M1/4 HC Supportvane
Av .38 .26 High pass, 100 Hz
(e) Configuration B with honeycomb screen support
616 15.0 (49.1) 0.48 0.12 0.29 III I - I
617 11.9 (39.0) .48 .07 .28 III I - I
618 8.9 (29.2) .44 20 .30 Ill I --L 136MSuppOrt'• ll I screen
619 7.5 (24.7) .25 .11 .17 42M36M1/4.c
Av .4] .13 High pass, 100 Hz
(f)ConfigurationC withouthoneycombsupport
624 15.2 (49.9) 0.49 0.05 0.29 III I I -
625 12.1 (39.7) .48 12 .29 Ill I I -
" III I I -- _--
626 9.0 (29.4) .50 .36 .41 t ll I I
627 7.6 (24.9) .42 .38 .39 42M36M20Mi/4 HC
Av .47 .23 .35 High pass, 100 Hz
(g)ConfigurationC with honeycombscreensupport
620 15.2 (50.0) 0.48 0.19 0.32 Ill I --I
621 12.1 (39 6) .46 18 .30 III I - I
" " I I I I -- I 2oMsupport
622 9.0 (29.5) .38 .08 .23 I II I -- I ......
623 7.6 (24.9) .28 .14 .20 42M36M1/4 HC
AV .40 .15 High pass, 100 Hz
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Figure 1.- Sketchof Langley8-FootTransonicPressureTunnel.
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(a)Overall view. (b)General dimensions.
Figure 2.- Sketch of half-scalemodel used in turbulencereductionprogram.
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L-79-625
(a)Half-scalemodel duct.
L-79-628
(b)Half-scalecooler.
Figure 3.- Photographsof half-scaletest model and cooler.
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(a) Single-wire sensor. (b) Cross-wire sensors.
Figure 4.-Hot-wire circuit diagram.
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(a)Verticalvelocitysurveyalongcenterlineof duct.
Figure5.-Verticalandlateralvelocitysurveythroughhorizontaland
verticalcenterlineof duct. Surveystationis 43.2cm (17in.)down-
streamof trailingedge of 45° vaneson duct centerline.Symbols
represent various reference speeds.
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(b)Lateral velocitysurvey along centerlineof duct.
Figure 5.- Concluded.
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(a) Verticalvelocitysurvey along centerlineof duct.
Figure 6.- Vertical and lateralvelocitysurvey throughhorizontaland
verticalcenterlineof duct. Survey stationnoted is distancedown-
stream of trailingedge of 45° vanes on duct centerline.
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(b) Lateralvelocityalong centerlineof duct.
Figure 6.- Concluded.
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(a) Test-sectionMach number of 0.75.
Figure 7.- Time historyof flow directionin Langley 8-FootTransonicPressure Tunnel.
P = Pitch; Y = Yaw.
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(b) Test-section Mach number of 0.80.
Figure 7.- Continued.
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Figure 7.- Concluded.
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Figure 8.- Calculated turbulence using typical input values and introducing _+10percent
error for one variable (indicated on abscissa). Turbulence for u' = O and v' = [].
Up flag on symbol corresponds to +10 percent error in one input variable and down
flag corresponds to -10 percent error.
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Figure 9.- Comparison of screen in contact with downstream edge of honeycomb
and same screen downstream of honeycomb trailing edge. Data _taken from
table VII.
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Figure 10.- Evaluationof average (overspeed range) turbulencereduction
for differenthoneycombsizes. Honeycombcell-lengthto cell-width
ratio between 6 and 8. Data from table IX.
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(a) SupportconfigurationA. (Seetable X(b).)
Figure ]].-Sketch of varioushoneycombsupporttechniquesinvestigated.
Full-scalewind tunnel is ]0.97 m (36 ft) in diameter.
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Figure ]1.- Concluded.
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Figure 12.- Evaluation of various techniques for supporting honeycomb in duct.
Data from table X.
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